Solution highlights

Physical security for vaccine storage

Help ensure physical integrity of vaccines through 24/7 monitoring and immediate alerting.

- Monitor vaccine storage using Meraki MV smart cameras to limit unauthorized access and maintain quality control over vaccine administration
- Benefit from real-time alerts when motion events are detected in sensitive areas
- Help ensure freezer doors remain closed with MT20 intrusion sensors
- Manage all monitoring and alerting from a centralized dashboard, driving global efficiencies with the cloud
- Third-party integration via API

Works with any existing infrastructure

Centrally managed
Flexible vaccine deployment with mobile distribution

Reduce overall organization spend while driving revenue with multiple distribution strategies.

- Cloud-based architecture delivers location-independent management, allowing for 24/7 monitoring beyond traditional pharmacies and doctors’ offices
- Support curbside and drive-through delivery, as well as pop-up distribution sites
- Deliver a signature guest experience
- Reduce patient load inside stores to limit disease transmission

Monitor store safety and traffic flow remotely

Maintain social distancing and optimize patient throughput.

- Monitor queues to ensure proper distancing
- Detect face-mask compliance in real time
- Enhance patient management by improving traffic flow
- Implement a smart drive-through experience for patients
- Surveil indoor and outdoor distribution centers
100% cloud-managed IT family

The Meraki platform unifies the entire product portfolio to provide complete SD-Access (wireless, switching), SD-WAN (VPN, mobile, security), and IoT (cameras, sensors) solutions for organizations with cloud-first ops.

Wireless LAN (MR)
Provide critical connectivity to employees and shoppers with Wi-Fi 6 access points.

Switching (MS)
Build resilient networks with switches that combine secure, scalable, robust performance with an intuitive interface.

Security & SD-WAN (MX)
Connect and secure your stores while optimizing traffic flow across your organization with a complete UTM solution.

Mobile Device Management (SM)
Centrally manage endpoints across your network for corporate security compliance and BYOD enrollment.

Smart Cameras (MV)
Oversee operations at a distance with scalable physical security deployments with built-in storage and intelligence.

Wireless WAN (MG)
Leverage cellular to quickly deploy new stores, pop-up shops, and operations centers anywhere.

Meraki Insight (MI)
Monitor the health of critical web applications and the connectivity of your stores in a single place.

Sensors (MT)
Protect critical assets with environmental sensors to monitor intrusion, temperature, and humidity.

Learn more about Meraki solutions for healthcare